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The Concosts Group of Companies was incorporated in
1968 and is one of the oldest construction management
and consulting companies that remains actively involved
in the development market in Western Canada. To date,
Concosts has constructed projects valued in excess of
1.5 billion dollars in development costs and has provided
consultant expertise on projects valued over 150 Billion
dollars in development costs. Concosts has been involved
in over 2,700 projects throughout Western Canada, using
experienced professional teams that deliver high quality
products that benefit the community, the developer and,
most importantly, the home buyers we serve.
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EST. 1968

The Principals of Concosts are Canadian trained professionals who have been involved in real estate
development since 1968. Our combined experience puts us among the top developers, construction
managers and contractors currently active in the Western market. Since 1968, Concosts has specialized
in management of wood-framed, steel and concrete residential strata units; overseeing successful
completion of over 3,300 units in Canada. We provide experience and knowledge to developers, lenders
and other industry professionals to ensure a quality product completed on time and on budget.
Our team includes management professionals and experienced on site supervisors who are supported
by administrative personnel who have an excellent understanding and knowledge of construction and
project management practices. Most of our staff have one or more professional designations related to
construction and development, including Professional Quantity Surveying.
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Burnaby Office:
102-5489 Byrne Road
Burnaby, BC V5J 3J1
Tel:
604.522.9977
Fax:
604.568.3410
Email:
pqs@concosts.com

Kelowna Office:
200-1111 St.Paul Street
Kelowna, BC V1Y 2C6
Tel:
250.868.9977
Fax:
250.868.3372
Email:
pqs@concosts.com
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QUANTIFIED

We pride ourselves in creating
a reliable and transparent
environment by maintaining
constant flow of communication
between Lender and Client.

Concosts acts as a third-party reviewer for our Client’s
project enabling a smooth working relationship toward a
successful project. Through Project Monitoring, Concosts
helps anticipate potential costs or schedule overruns and
help advise the Client on methods to mitigate or eliminate
potential issues before they happen.
Concosts comprises a versatile team of professionals from
various backgrounds in construction, enabling them to
provide accurate, effective and efficient Project Monitoring.
Our knowledge of the industry and market trends ensures
the most up-to-date forecasting and protection for both
Lender and Client. Engaging Concosts as Project Monitors
provides lenders and their clients with peace of mind that
their costs are properly controlled.
Concosts maintains an active role until completion to ensure
each project is successful and that both Client and Lender
are completely satisfied. Engaging Concosts as Project
Monitors provides peace of mind that costs will be properly
controlled, monitored and managed.

Project Types

PROCESS:

Concosts' diverse range of successfully monitored
projects serves as a testament to the effectiveness
of our unique team and approach to construction.
Featured here is a select cross-section of project types
for which we provide Project Loan Monitoring services:

As a part of the construction loan agreement between
the Client and Lender, Concosts typically prepares an
initial Cost Report. Our Cost Reports take an average
of 2-3 weeks to complete once we have received the
majority of the required information. Our reports
provide the following advantages:

ADVANTAGES:
> Full design drawing takeoffs to ensure quantities
aren't missed
> Ensures adequacy of budget
> Budget is updated if items are missed
> Provides supplementary discussion on various
lending requirements
> Forecasting of potential problem areas
> Compares budget against current market costs
> Tender reviewing
> Value engineering
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Project Loan
Monitoring

COST REPORT:

TOWNHOUSES

MIXED-USE PROJECTS

HOTELS & RESORTS

STEEL FRAMED COMMERCIAL
& INDUSTRIAL

CONCRETE TILT-UP
STRUCTURES

MEDICAL FACILITIES

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
RENOVATIONS

SUBDIVISIONS

LARGE SINGLE
FAMILY HOMES

PROGRESS CLAIMS:
HIGH RISES

PROCESS:
After the initial Cost Report is accepted by the Lender,
Concosts provides progress claims during the
construction process whenever the Client requests
a draw from the loan. Our Progress Claims typically
take between 4 and 5 business days to complete once
we have the bulk of the information requested. Our
Progress claims provide the following advantages:

ADVANTAGES:
> Ensures adequate cost to complete
> Onsite review conducted to verify draw request
> Problem areas can be identified during site reviews
> Confirms all lending conditions of mortgage are met
> Prevents overspending by the Client

The name Concosts is derived from the
words Òconstruction costsÓ abbreviated
and represents our core principle:
to deliver quality construction, on time
and within the budgeted cost.

